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Bornhuetter Hall slated for construction this spring
Sarah Core
News editor
College officials expect to break
ground on the College of
Wooster's new dormitory in May
of 2003. Bornhuetter Hall is an
$8.9 million project that will be
located where Kate House and the
north tennis courts are presendy
situated. The College plans to open
Bornhuetter to house approximate
Wooster examines
ways to tighten belt
Voice Staff
Six weeks after announcing a
projected $1.8 million budget
deficit, College officials are well
into their first round of cost con-
tainment meetings.
Hales first announced the deficit
in a Sept 26 memorandum to the
faculty and staff. The memo out-
lined the College's plan to address
the deficit, which included the cre-
ation of task forces to address indi-
vidual areas of the College's budget.
Seven tasks forces composed of
faculty and administrators have
been examining specific areas of
the College's budgets in an effort
to outline potential cost contain-
ment measures and revenue-generatin- g
opportunities. The com-
mittees are co-chair- ed by an elect-
ed faculty member of the
Financial Advisory Committee
and an appointed member of the
ly 184 students by the fall of 2004.
Robert Walton, vice-preside- nt
of business and finance, said that
the May construction date is con-
tingent upon getting all of the
money required, and once the
board of trustees authorizes all
finances. He considers the dorm
price tag to be "fairly economical"
for this size project, especially
because, as Sara Patton, vice-preside- nt
of development, said,
president's executive staff.
"The Boardof Trustees is leav-
ing to the administration and fac-
ulty the responsibility of resolving
the challenge through the process
we have adopted," President R.
Stanton Hales said in an Oct. 31
memo updating the faculty and
staff on the deficit.
The task forces are "trying to
find cost cutting benefits" from all
areas of the budget, according to
Vice President of Business and
Finance Bob Walton, who is serv-
ing on the task force focusing on
the Physical Plant, Capital Charge
and Auxiliary Enterprises.
Each task force has been asked
to turn in three different plans of
action ranked in priority order to
the President's Office by the
beginning of next month.
According to Walton, any major
See "Budget Deficit, " pg. 2.
"original estimates were $8 mil-
lion." Patton said that "more than
half of the Bornhuetter project is
currently funded.
"There is a conditional match-
ing challenge fund ... we expect
to have the project fully funded by
the time construction begins in the
spring," she said.
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
said, "we obviously are in the
stage where we're putting the fin
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Wooster students and Professor Ishwar Harris perform a traditional Indian song for "Festival of Cultures
Danny George
Chief Staff Writer
On Sunday night in the Lowry
Center Lounge, dozens of stu-
dents swathed themselves in their
traditional ethnic garb, and took
turns dancing, singing and dis-
playing their native talents for the
ishing touches together," making
small changes such as where light
fixtures, electrical outlets, and
switches go inside dorm rooms.
David Brown, the director of
residential life and housing said,
"we've been spending the last
several weeks getting feedback
from students," on the mock dorm
currently set up in the service cen-
ter. Holmes and he agreed that
they have had "a lot of good feed
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large crowd on hand.
First in a series of planned
events, this "Festival of Cultures"
launched the College's annual
International Week, a six-da- y cel-
ebration of the ethnic diversity on
campus. The College currently
houses 130 international students
from 39 different countries who
back" from members of the cam-
pus community.
Holmes said he felt that the stu-
dent feedback was very important
because, as he put. "We wouldn't
see it differently, and students
experience living in it different-
ly," like, for example, the decision
that the window seats should have
rounded corners, not square, for
See "Bornhuetter Plans, " pg. 2.
a success
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compose nearly eight percent f
the school's student population.
Organized by Erika Korwin,
the administrative intern for the
office of Administrative Affairs,
this year's events have been espe-
cially well attended, both by stu- -
See "International Week. " pg. 3.
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College cutting costs
Continued from page I.
changeS will then be reviewed by
the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees in January. ,
Hales' also explained that
Budget supervisors and department
chairs and heads whose budgets
might be affected will be consulted
by the appropriate task force"
before any recommendations are
made which will seriously affect the
operation of certain departments.
While no decisions have been
made regarding specific cuts. Hales
emphasized that "no pre-judgeme- nts
have been made about the
cost-savi- ng actions to be chosen."
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes,
who is serving on the Student
Services and Summer Programs
task force, agreed that the task
forces are looking not only looking
at "what will we save, but also what
impact the cuts will have" on the
campus community.
In addition to revisions recom-
mended by the task forces, the
College has instituted cost contain
Possible honor code
Ben Mitchell
.
Managing Editor
In December, a newly-forme- d
committee comprised of faculty,
administrators and students will
begin meeting to discuss the pos-
sible adoption of a new academic
honor code for the College. An
academic honor code would like-
ly include a mission statement of
academic ideals, a completely
student-ru- n judicial board, as
well as other aspects like unproc-tore- d
exams.
There are some important differ-
ences between an academic honor
code and what already exists in the
Scot's Key. Most notable is that an
honor code is something that
would be conceived and enforced
solely by students.
"We have seen a huge increase
in plagiarism and other kinds of
cheating," said Dean of Faculty
Shila Garg. "The Scot's Key and
the current academic code are
not working and Wooster needs
to do something."
The committee includes Garg,
ment measures that were identified
last spring and will save the College
an estimated $300,000 to $400,000.
The College is also attempting to
save money in fincanial aid pack-
ages. According to Hales, "The
Financial Advisory Committee is
reviewing the need-base- d and
merit-base- d aid policies, with the
purpose lowering our overall '
financial aid discount percentage
to be in closer alignment with poli-
cies at similar institutions."
Despite the seriousness of the sit-
uation. Hales said that the College
has "no intention now to eliminate
faculty positions, academic depart-
ments or curricular programs."
In his memos Hales has stressed
that "we are not alone" among
colleges in restructuring our
budget in response' to economic
strains. In one memo, Hales cited
Oberlin College, another member
of the Ohio Five Consortium, as
"seeking to cut their budget by
four percent" admist a projected
budget deficit of $8 million for
this academic year.
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes,
Professor of Psychology Amy Jo
Stavnezer, Director of Libraries
Damon Hickey, Professor of
Communication Rod Korba,
Professor of Music John Russell,
Associate Director of Admissions
Jon Edwards, and Help Desk
Manager for User Services Kathy
Breitenbucher. Four students have
also been selected as representa-
tives from their classes for the
committee. Kenneth Simmons
'03, Amma Adde '04, Jesse Stock
'05 and Robin York '06 were cho-
sen last week.
Academic honor codes have
become very common at both
large universities and smaller
institutions like Wooster. The
premise behind these codes is that
they are constructed by students
and students are responsible for
adhering to the code and enforc-
ing it The thinking is that an
honor code which students own is
more likely to be followed.
"Students would construct the
honor code," said Garg. "I think
that for students to buy into an
Editor: Sarah
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examined
honor code like this they need to
see that it belongs to them. We
don't see this as a new way of
punishing cheaters; we believe in
educating and this honor code can
create a more ethical and respon-
sible environment."
Cases of reported plagiarism
have increased from 10 in 1998 to
34 in 2001, and are due in large
part to various internet resources.
The likely first step that the com-
mittee will be an assessment of
the academic integrity on campus.
A time frame for implementa-
tion of the academic honor code has
not been set "This is going to be a
two to three year process," said
Holmes. "Right now we are just
talking about if we should explore
the possibility of an honor code."
"What we need to do is develop
a peer culture that discourages
cheating, and that is years down
the line," said Garg. "We have
ideals written out right now, but
few are followed. What we want
to do is create something that can
succeed, and we have to be realis-
tic in what we can achieve."
Core Assistant Editor: Justin L. Hart
Dorm just
away from
Continued from page 1 .
comfort. He joked that "the clos-
ets keep moving," as people
changed their minds over where
they should be positioned.
The College has made detailed
plans and models, including sizing
for everything from the PVC pip-
ing to support beam width. In
doing so, they discovered ahead of
time where problem spots were,
such as when they redesigned the
Wayne Ave. west wing.
By doing all this pre --organization,
Holmes said they hope to get
"tighter bids" from contractors,
which means that's the College
pays less in the long run. The archi-
tects will have their plans finalized
by January, so that the entire
process can start by the spring.
Patton said that planning for a
new dorm began three years ago,
when there was an "initial need
for space." However, Brown
LEARN ONE OF
21 LANGUAGES
As a Soldier at the Defense Language Institiute in
Monterey, California, you'll learn one of 21
languages. And you don't need to speak a foreign
language to qualify.
Call SSgt. Duans Schrier at
330.264.1 1 46 about college loan
repayment and more Army benefits.
And see how you can become AN
ARMY OF ONE.
Or talk to a Recruiter at the
Wooster Office, 243 E. Liberty St in
Wooster, OH.
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start date
insists that the idea for a new
dorm didn't come about because
we were "running out of room,"
but because the College wanted to
"upgrade the standard of spaces"-b- y
lowering "the density in dorm
rooms that are smaller."
"We also want to move stu-
dents out of houses not as geo-
graphically connected to the cam-
pus," he said. Bornhuetter will be
open for general housing in 2004.
Bornhuetter Hall was named
after Ronald Bornhuetter '53, a
trustee of the College who
received "naming rights" after he
gave a gift of 5 million to help in
the building of this new dormitory.
The architects for Bornhuetter
Hall are Lewis, Tsurmkaki, and
Lewis of New York City. Two of
the principal designers, brothers
Paul and David Lewis, are origi-
nally from Wooster. Their parents,
Arn and Beth Lewis, are emeriti
faculty members from C.O.W.
M 1
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This revolution won't be televised, but on the radio
J.
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Bakari Kitwana speaks about the Hip Hop Generation to a crowd of stu-
dents, faculty and administration in Mateer Lecture Hall Wednesday.
Week brings diversity to Woo
Continued from page 1.
dents and members of the sur-
rounding community.
"It's all come together, we've had
a good turnout so far," said Korwin.
"It's nice, we have a sizeable
population of international stu-
dents on campus and they have
been able to display their tradi-
tional practices and talents, which
is important to the campus and the
community," she added.
Wooster residents Ruth
Robinson, 75, and Grace Moore,
76, caught wind of the campus fes-
tivities and have attended several
events throughout the week,
including the Festival of Cultures
on Sunday and the International
Bazaar on Wednesday. "We're both
interested in foreign travel and this
program gives us in the community
a great way to learn about the world
and be aware of what the C
ollege does," said Moore.
Robinson was thrilled to meet a
Wooster student from Nepal, as
she is planning a December trip
there to visit her grandson, who is
studying in the country.
"I wanted to know what to look
for, how to act, and the student
from Nepal was a great help to me
he gave me great information
about his culture," said Robinson
There are 1 1 total events planned
throughout the week. In addition,
the Lowry cafeteria is serving spe-
cial ethnic dishes at the
International Foods station each
day, and the campus radio station,
WCWS 90.9 FM, is airing an eclec-
tic variety of international music.
Tonight, Wooster's Student
Ambassadors will gather in the
Lowry Center Lounge from 3 to 5
p.m., offering insight into every-
day life in Thailand, Ghana, Nepal
and Pakistan.
Later, from 7 to 9 pm, "Let's
Dance" is sponsoring the Olokumi
African Arts Collective, a celebra-
tion of music and dance from the
Viewpoints Editor
Elevating the voices of the Hip-Ho- p
Generation to a political
importance was the topic of
Bakari Kitwana's talk Wednesday
in Mateer Lecture Hall.
Kitwana is an author of two
books; his 1994 work, "The Rap
on Gangster Rap" was a work that
helped to dispel the myths of the
street gangster rappers that had
circulated throughout the media in
the early to mid-1990- s.
His second book, "The Hip-Ho- p
Generation," details the strivings
of the generation of Americans
that grew up with raphip-ho-p as a
voice for their beliefs and lives.
His speech mostly drew from his
examples in that book.
Kitwana said that he believes
that the power of rap music and the
culture that it has risen from has the
enormous power to create a very
important political movement. That
movement, comprised the Hip-Ho- p
Generation, addresses the real
social, racial and economic prob- -
African Diaspora. On Saturday
morning from 10 a.m. to noon,
Wooster's cricket team will join up
with local Boy Scouts on the
Douglass Quad, teaching the chil-
dren to bat, bowl and field. The
festivities will close with an inter-
national dance party in the
Underground on Saturday night,
from 10 p.m. to I a.m.
According to Sabrina Barros
'04 from Brazil, the College's
communal celebration of ethnic
diversity is a wonderful way to
educate students and reaffirm
Wooster's plurality.
"Events like this expand the
knowledge of culture and give peo-
ple an international awareness they
may not have had," said Barros.
"You look at the language, the
food, the customs and start to see
that although we might be very
different, there are many similari-
ties that we share," she added.
For Christabel Dadzie '04,
International Week is an indis-
pensable campus tradition.
"It's a way of getting people to
lems for young African-America- ns
in today's world.
The author pointed out six
points which he believes the Hip-Ho- p
Generation has to achieve to
gain the political power that they
deserve in America.
The first point of the plan is to
create a national organization with
the support and means to make
real change in America. Kitwana
compared the organizational
framework of the group to the
Christian Coalition.
"We need to build an organiza-
tion of that magnitude that can tap
into the infrastructure that hip-ho- p
has created," said Kitwana.
The second point Kitwana put
forth was the improvement of the
position of African-America- ns in
the electoral politics of America.
"Until we can elect the Hip-Ho- p
Generation, until we can
' bring about a policy change in this
area, people won't really see any
potential in the emerging political
movement that hip-ho- p culture
can provide," Kitwana said.
Other points that Kitwana set
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2002-0- 3 Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially
assist survivors, or those who know survivors, of sexual assault.
For assistance, contact:
Nancy Anderson Longbrake
Ellen Burns Severance
Heather Fitz Gibbon Kauke 7
Pam Frese Kauke 8
Dianna Kardulias Kauke 207
forth included searching for the
real, political meaning to rap
music and participating in local
political groups.
Staying close to the local Hip-Ho- p
groups is important because
all politics start on the local level.
Kitwana related the story of a
Selma, Ala., mayoral race. Local
activists enlisted Hip-Ho- p collec-
tives in the local area to help elect
a black mayor to succeed the old,
white mayor who had been in
power for 50 years. With the help
of the collectives, the activists
groups were able to lead the vot-
ers to elect a new mayor.
In addition, Kitwana encouaged
his audience, as well as colleges
and universities across the nation,
to divest in corporations that
exploit children and underpay
workers in Africa. Finally, Kitwana
said that white hip-ho- p fans need
to also help by speaking out.
"It's important: white kids need
to speak out and use the power
they hold to help the movement,
rather than just be silent listen-
ers," said Kitwana.
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Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or
the Campus Minister at Ext 2602. To report an assault, contact the
Wooster City Police at 911 (emergencies) or 330-264-333- 3. or
Security at Ext. 2590.
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Wayto come "Outon tlie Town!"
This past weekend, the Underground and Allies and
Queers sponsored "Out on the Town "a night of great
music, great people and some pretty fancy outfits.
Unfortunately, the turn out wasn't as high as expected.
There should have been a lot more people there, as one
could say for every night at the Underground. We think
it was awesome of Allies and Queers to host a night this
semester, there aren't very many groups on campus who
take advantage of the Underground and sponsor similar
events. Why is that? Perhaps this would increase the
population on a friday night and improve the atmosphere.
Not to say we have anything against the Underground
it's a great place. It would just be greater if more people
followed in the footsteps of Allies and Queers; sponsor-
ing events is way cool, especially when they are from
groups on campus that could use a little more support.
GH SAB offers' a good night out
rTT 7H
This year the SABhas made the decision to now offer
the campus movies at Movie's 10. Instead of heading
over to Mateer on a friday or Saturday evening, you can
now catch a free ride to Movei's 10 to take your pick of
the week's hottest new flicks. And it's only $3; a cost that
covers transportation and the movie. The downer?? This
new feature is only offerred on Saturday nights, and every
other Saturday night, but this is a huge improvement from
the old style. And, if your thing was watching movies that
maybe came out when we were in junior high, or last year,
the SAB offers at least one movie a semester at Mateer.
And that movie would be this week, with a showing of
"Monsoon Wedding." It's a nice fit for the ending of
international week. And, all movies in Mateer are only
$1, a great deal.
Regardless of where the movies are, its good to have
the option. But we love the new decision to go to Movie's
10 every other Saturday night. Plus it's a great opportuni-
ty to get off campus once in a while !
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Improved degree audits helpful
As I opened our small, brown
manila envelopes last Friday,
something about the copies of our
transcripts caught our attention.
No longer just in a simple list
simply stating which classes were
still in progress and which had
actual grades, everything was
neatly categorized and divided by
what our requirements are! No
more struggling to remember
what classes are supposed to fit
what requirement, and asking oth-
ers, only to unfortunately discov-
er later they are under a different
system. No more trudging across
caiiipus to get a worksheet for
graduation requirements, which is
hidden somewhere in Galpin's
many offices. No more struggling
through it later in our dorm
rooms, trying to remember if I
placed out of that writing require- -
Sarah Core
ment back during freshmen orien-
tation, and if anything needs to go
in that blank space.- - No more tor-
turing our advisors with inane
questions just because I are organiz-
ationally-challenged. I wanted
to sing "Hallejeuh" right there in
the mailroom!
The registrar's office test drive
of these new audit sheets by
Degree Works Advising were
superb. It made choosing classes
much easier, especially for first-yea- rs
who are utterly befuddled
by our semesterly "running of the
fools." And personally, it just gave
us a warm, cozy, happy feeling,
which doesn't happen very often.
For those upperclassmen that
panicked when they saw that their
first-ye- ar seminar wasn't listed as
a distribution they had completed,
among other important classes
they know they had taken a very
long time ago, don't worry!
Seniors, your transcript will not
look like that when the College
sends it out to your graduate
schools. This has been a test. And
only a test. If it were real, every-
thing would have looked perfect.
The registrar's office realized that
there would be major mistakes on
these transcripts from the very
start, but they were very eager to
try out the new software and then
tweak with the bugs. And who
could blame them? I like the
changes that are happening.
Sarah Core is News editor for
the Voice. She can be reached at
scorewooster.edu.
Editor notices archaic form
of course registration process
The current process that is used
for course registration is a prime
example of inefficiency and poor,
illogical policy that is usually
found only in large universities or '
in the minds of dogs and ?
Democrats. Actually the system
isn't that bad, but there is certain- -
ly room for change. Under the
current registration system, stu- - :
dents are divided into rounds ;
according to class. A student in a
certain class will be assigned a
round and will be assigned a later
round each semester until they
reach the last round and then will
be put up to the first round.
The logic behind this process is
that a student that is in the last
round one semester will be in the j
first round the following semester '
and therefore will be able to get j
into the classes they want. This ,
logic would be valid if a student
only got shut out of their courses
when they were in the last round j
for their class. Unfortunately, this !
is not that case. I am a first-ye- ar j
and was in the 6th out of 8 rounds
last semester and got shut out of
all but one of the courses that I
Christopher Beck
wanted to take. I know from talk-
ing to other students that they had
the same problem. Many students
also expect to encounter similar
difficulty this semester.
It seems, from my limited expe-
rience and the conversations I
have had with other students, that
the last three rounds have a great
deal of difficulty obtaining seats
in their choice classes. As fust-yea- rs
or sophomores who haven't
declared a major, one can talk to
professors before or after registra-
tion in an attempt to get into a
class. This practice does indeed
slightly remedy the situation.
However, I would not think that
the Registrar or the academic
departments would want to
encourage this practice, because
as the word spreads and the prac-
tice of getting into classes out of
registration spreads, registration
will soon become a highly unor-
ganized and competitive task.
Also there is the seemingly obvi-
ous idea that a student should not
have to jump through hoops to
take the classes that they wish to.
Now for the solution, I would
suggest that there needs to be a
change in the way that registration
works that will allow more stu-
dents to have at least one semester
a year of a good draw. Each class
should be divided evenly in two.
groups according to what round
. they were the previous semester.
The students who were in the first
rounds would be flipped to the
second and the second to the first.
The students in each group would
be randomly ordered then broken
back up into the usual number of
rounds. For example, if a class had
eight rounds, the first four rounds
in the first semester would be the
last four in the second semester.
The students in both rounds would
be randomly ordered then grouped
into the different rounds. This
would be a fairer system and pro-
vide each student with an equal
opportunity to get into their choice
classes within a year.
Chris Beck is Assistant Sports
editorfor the Voice.
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Forum series goes
"beyond" past years
Though the First- - nDAVID POWELLyear Seminars range
over a diverse pletho
ra of topics, they almost all share
one thing in common: they require
the First-yea- rs to attend at least one
of those irksome Forum events.
I don't know what the Forum
was like before I got to Wooster
four years ago but over the past
years it's attendance had general-
ly degraded to grumbling First-year- s,
devout faculty and zealous
senior community members. I
have always felt this was due to a
combination of an apathetic stu-
dent body (still a problem at
Wooster for another editorial) and
'
a poorly themed and unintriguing
Forum schedule. However, this
year's Forum, Beyond
Boundaries: Re-mappi- ng the
Contemporary Arts had some-
thing more to offer.
Whether you are an art fan or
not, at least for the first time since
I have been here the Forum had a
tight and well-organiz- ed theme
connecting all of the events
how art has been utilized, reinter-
preted and changed in contempo-
rary society.
In contrast, the fall 1999 Forum
was entitled, "Vision and
Realities at Century's End." What
does that even mean? Although
the series brought in well-kno- wn
speakers such as journalist James
McBride and poet Tess Gallagher
who gave quality presentations,
the series seemed more like a
menagerie of modern thinkers
than a themed series.
The planners of this series (the
Dean of Faculty's Office) even
had the liberal foresight to include
a number of artistic expressions
that may not have been tradition-
ally considered art, such as
comics and puppetry, appropriate-
ly "re-mappi- ng the contemporary
arts" and further solidifying the
series theme. ,
Having a
.
multi-facet- ed
approach to a forum series on art
may seem like an obvious concep-
tion. However, I can easily imag-
ine a forum where visual artist
Ann Hamilton came to Wooster
and we all looked at her pretty
j '
.
'V
i
slides and listened
to her complicated
explanations only
to go home that night and sleep off
half of what we had learned. But
the series planners had the bril-
liant idea of displaying her work
in an exhibit tided "tracing lan-
guage" in the Sussel Gallery and
Burton D. Morgan Gallery of
Ebert Art Center that way we
could become familiar with her
work before her lecture and then
re-vi- sit it after her departure.
In a similar fashion, the
Wooster faculty panel entitled
"Breaking Boundaries in Film"
was followed by a reinforcing
Faculty Film Festival where stu-
dents could view four films
selected by the faculty from this
panel and discuss these specific
films with the faculty.
Even the bookstore participated
in the Forum by making available
heaps of copies of Art
Spiegelman's "Maus: A
Survivor's Tale."
The best event from the Forum
was the wonderful lesson "Comix
101" by Art Spiegelman on the
history of comics and their chang-
ing role in society as well as their
artistic properties. For me, who
was abroad during the 911
attacks, Speigelman's personal
stories of being in New York on
that tragic day helped make the
event real for me. Though I had to
witness him through a haze of
smoke. Art Spieglman may have
been the best speaker I have seen
in my four years at Wooster.
Admittedly, the theme of the
Forum obviously effects the level
of interest an individual student
will have in the events. Picking a
theme that will interest a broad
range of disciplines must be chal-
lenging. I am an art fan, so per-
haps I have a biased opinion of
this Forum. However, I am also a
Biology major and Religious
Studies minor my interest in
this Forum spurred more from its
solid, congruent theme and cre-
ative, multi-med- ia conception
than its specific theme.
David Powell is Editor in Chief
for the Voice.
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The hiding of pop-cultu- re
So I know I should have seen it
coming when I decided to go to a
small college in the middle of
rural Ohio, but I never expected
that being here at Wooster would
alienate me so much from pop-cultu- re
and the world in general.
I can't tell you a single song
currently being played on Top 40
radio, I don't know what movies
are showing in theaters (I knew it
was getting bad when I just found
a few days ago that the new Harry
Potter movie is coming out this
month), I don't recognize any of
the commercials I see on TV and
I've had no hint as to the latest
gossip in the celebrity world.
Ok, so none of these things real-
ly matter to me; if they did I
would simply make the effort to
fill myself in. But that's just the
point: I never used to have to
make an effort. Pop-cultu- re had
Vanessa Lange
always been something that was
just there, something that I was
"-
-. just found out a few
days ago that the new
Hairy Potter movie is
coming out this month..
surrounded by that I couldn't get
away from, even when I tried.
The new Britney Spears song,
whether I wanted to hear it or not,
would be blaring from the car that
pulled up next to me at a red-ligh- t.
The headlines on magazine covers
would draw my attention in gro--'
eery store check-o- ut lines.
Commercials and movie previews
would ingrain themselves in my
mind due to my little brother's
incessant TV watching.
Now that I have become a part
of the College of Wooster bubble,
I no longer find myself bombard-
ed with this unavoidable mass of
m pop-cultu- re. Normally I would
think of this as a plus, but I
have to admit, I'm beginning to
actually miss these things that I
once found so annoying. I by
,
" no means miss them enough to
spend my precious free time
catching up on the latest develop-
ments, but just enough to feel out
of the loop, removed from socie-
ty, and, to put it frankly, a little
bit clueless.
Vanessa Lange is a guest
columnist for the Voice. She is not
to be confused with Jessica
Lange. Her e-m- ail address is
vlangewooster.edu.
Letter: Voice neglects to cover the naked run
Dear Editors of the so-- called Voice,
I admonish you for failing to cover Y.'ooster's annual naked run two weeks ago. If I weren't so
busy procrastinating I'd have called you out e n t'.is unforgivable error last week while the memory of out
rip flesh was still fre:.h in t'.e minds cf C ; f.w v !v 1...J t.'.e strength f character to attend, whither watch-
ing or running. Instead you spineless s. ps described college accrcda.ion, "i ports" and other trifles for our
utmost displeasure. If I ate fish, I would use your paper fur no higher purpose than to wrap tl.is f..-.h- .
Sincerely,
David Tarbell '04
FFATURP.fi 6
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Escaped slave shares story of tragedy to freedom
Justin L. Hart
Asst. News Editor
Many people in this country
probably think of slavery as
something that was abolished
long ago. There's just no way
such a barbaric practice could
still be going on, right? The hor-
rible truth, however, is that
there are still people in the
world who are slaves. For 10
years of his life, Francis Bok
was one of them.
Last Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Room of Wishart
Hall, Francis Bok spoke to the
College about his experiences as
a slave in the north African
country of Sudan. The event
was sponsored by the Black
Studies, French and International
Relations Departments, as well
as the Dean of Faculty's Office,
Ujaama, Amnesty International
and ECOS.
Bok is a native of the southern
part of Sudan, which has been
engaged in a bloody civil war
with the northern part of the
Adman Gr Stmt 1M
country for years. "Two million
people have been killed," Bok
said of the fighting. The predom-
inantly Arabic northerners rou-
tinely organize raiding parties to
capture the predominantly black
southerners like Bok to use as
personal slaves.
"In the year 1986, when I was
seven years old, my mother sent
me to the market to sell eggs and
beans," Bok said at the start of
his presentation. "I didn't know
that in the next few hours my life
was going to change."
Sitting in the market, Bok and
his friends heard gunfire. "In a
moment I saw a lot of people
coming toward us ... with
machine guns, and they started
shooting." said Bok. "That was
our miltia from the North.
When I saw them I tried to run
away ... I was very scared."
The militia captured Bok and
many others, marching them
north. Bok became the proper-
ty of a soldier named Giema
Abdullah. "When I came to
Giema Abdullah's house, he
Your Winter
Headquarters
For X-cou- ntry Skis, Snowshoes and
Outdoor Clothing from:
Illa--
Patagonia
The North Face
Mountain Hardwear
Marmot
Columbia
Woolrich
Marmot'SporTHEM Comply
Canton 2719 Fulton Drive
330-452-632- 3
Peninsula 60 Kendal Park Rd.
330-655-64- 44
Hours: Weekdays 10--8
Saturday 10-- 6 Sunday 12-- 5
Need Directions:
www.appalachianoutfrtters.com r?P
MOUNTAIN
JOHN RICH AND BROS.WOOLRICH'
called the whole family to meet
me," Bok said, "All these chil-
dren had sticks. They all came
1
failed, Bok finally managed to
escape for good in 1996. A
friendly Arab smuggled iBok,
Photo by Caroline Hotra
Francis Bok, an escaped slave from the north African country ofSudan
addressed the College community in a lecture last Saturday. Bok was a
slave for 10 years. He has testified before Congress and has been invit-
ed to speak at schools, churches and other venues for the past two years.
toward me and started beating
me, and they called me
'abeed, abeed,' which means
'black slave.'"
Bok's captors made it clear to
him that he was to sleep with
the animals, and most of the
time he would eat what the ani-
mals ate. Bok was forced
to tend to the goats and
cows for his new masters.
Giema Abdullah and the
rest of the family would
often beat him.
"I used to cry every day
and every night for a few
weeks when I first came
there, until one day I said
to myself, 'No matter how
hard I cry ... no one's going to
help me,'" said Bok. He decid-
ed soon enough that he wanted
to escape. Bok said, "I would
rather die than be a slave,
because I hated the way they
treated me."
After two earlier attempts
who was then 17, in his truck to a
refugee camp in Khartoum, the
capital of Sudan. From there he
ended up in Egypt and applied
for asylum at the United
Nations Refugee Office. The
UN accepted his request in
1999, and he was flown to
"People are all equal
in this world ... In
my opinion, there is
no difference
between human
beings, " said Bok.
Fargo, North Dakota.
Bok was slowly starting to set-
tle into American life when he
received a telephone call in 2000
from a man named Charles
Jacobs. Jacobs is the head of an
organization called the
American Anti-Slave- ry Group,
(AASG) which is dedicated to
stopping slavery worldwide.
Jacobs had heard Bok's story
and was intrigued. He wanted
to ask Bok to join his organiza-
tion. Bok eventually agreed,
because he "really wanted to
do something" to raise aware-
ness about this issue.
In May 2000 Bok was given
the chance to testify before
Congress on the issue of
Sudanese slavery. "I was really,
really nervous," he said. "The
government in my country
doesn't allow us to speak."
After testifying, Bok began to
be invited to speak about his
experience in many places
schools, churches and syno-gogu- es
and on television pro-
grams. "I've been doing this for
over two years," he said. "I've
done all this to help my people."
Bok has only recently
learned the extent of the
tragedy of the day he was
kidnapped. His entire family,
except for one brother, had
been killed by the same raid-
ing party that enslaved him.
Still, Bok said, "I'm happy,
proud, and lucky to be in
America ... This is a great
place ... I can't wait to be an
American citizen."
Although his captors had hap-
pened to be Arabs, Bok empha-
sized that, "Not all Arabs are
bad. Not all Muslims are bad."
He reminds people that, though
he was enslaved by an Arab
family, an Arab man also helped
him escape. "People are all equal
in this world," he said. "In my
opinion, there is no difference
between human beings." "
"I want to ask you what you
can do with your freedom,"
Bok said to the audience. He
added, "Not everyone has the
same freedom that you have ...
You are very lucky to have this
opportunity." He stressed his
desire for people to help in the
campaign against global slavery.
'This is something I've wit-
nessed with my own eyes,"
Bok said of slavery. "People
have denied this issue, but this .
is a true story."
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We Recycle Day don't throw this chance away
Elizabeth Yuko
Features Editor
Like most other organizations
and programs on campus, the
Recycling Program is under
review by the administration due to
recent reductions in the budget. In
an effort to educate and build sup-
port and awareness for the
Recycling Program, Recycling
Coordinator Michael Grenetz has
organized the first annual We
Recycle Day, which will be held
Nov. 19. Grenetz, who started his
"magical and mysterious" cam-
paign a month ago with signs
around campus advertising
"WRD," "We RD" and "We Re
Day" has hoped to build sus-
pense and anticipation about the
event among students, faculty,
staff and administration.
While many students are aware
of the benefits of the Recycling
Program, the faculty, staff and
administration those who sit on
the committees and make deci-
sions regarding the program
may not fully understand its
advantages. By holding We
Recycle Day in Lowry Main
Lounge from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
when a large portion of the cam-
pus population passes through the
building , Grenetz hopes to attract
large numbers.
We Recycle Day is sponsored not
only by the C.O.W. Recycling
Department, but also by ECOS, the
Science and Humanities Program,
File Photo
President Stan Hales pictured above is shown pitching in and recycling.
With a new program instituted by Recycling Coordinator Michael
Grenetz, student recycling workers will no longer have to separate bot-
tles and cans.
Wooster Scotch
happy hour
launch party
Tuesday, Nov. 19
9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
at the Underground
Cheap beer is fun.
So is
Wooster Scotch.
Student Activities Board and
Wayne County Office of
Environmental Services. Two
local senior citizen groups will
also participate in the day's
Si
events. Grenetz has planned a
myriad of activities including
recycling giveaways, making
recycled paper from lint from on-cam- pus
dryers, a watershed demon-
stration and contests including
guessing how many recycled cans
are compacted into one bale.
Given only recycled materials to
work with, students will have the
opportunity to devise artistic cre-
ations, which will be judged by a
member of the art department.
Free popcorn will be available to
those who attend. Everyone who
attends is encouraged to sign a
banner showing their support for
recycling. Also on Tuesday, there
will be a recycling song per-
formed in Lowry Dining hall at
noon, and ECOS will be tabling
at meals.
"Even if you are not worried
about the environment, you can
still come in and have a good
time and leave with a smile on
your face," said Grenetz.
According to Grenetz, this
event is being orchestrated on
virtually no budget almost
everything involved in the activities
is being donated, including the pop-
corn machine. This is appropriate
because "running on a low budget is
just another advantage of the
Recycling Program," said Grenetz.
Also part of the festivities will be
a lecture on Monday Nov. 18 at 7
p.m. in Lowry Main Lounge enti-
tled "Preserving our Preserves and
their Keepers: an Ohioan's
Journey." Ron Demmy, father of
Lindsay Demmy '05, runs the Ohio
Fair trade now at Woo
Amy Latalladi
Staff Writer
According to spokespersons
from Pueblo de Esperanza and
Common Grounds, Fair Trade
Coffee will soon be available for
sale at Common Grounds. One
of the goals this year of Pueblo
de Esperanza, as well as Peace
by Peace and ECOS, has been to
get the Fair Trade Coffee on
campus this year. As Emily Todd
'03, co-Presid- ent of ECOS said,
"As a campus group concerned
with social justice and global
justice, we wanted to see the cof-
fee made available on campus."
It hasn't been easy to make
Fair Trade Coffee available to the
College community. A major leap
in the quest was recently made
with Common Grounds, who has
agreed to sell Fair Trade instead
of the commercial coffee it has
been using. Common Grounds
was seen as a good starting point
because it is student-ru- n.
Ali Nau '05 said, a manager at
Common Grounds: "Common
Grounds has a lot of people new '
to the program this year, and ear-
lier we voted not to have Fair
Trade Coffee sold. However,
after learning more about it, and
after several meetings, we have
all agreed that we will try it."
Once Common Grounds runs
out of its current supply of coffee,
it will start selling the Fair Trade
Coffee. While having Fair Trade
Preserves and will be speaking
about life and careers in environ-
mental affairs.
On Tuesday, at a yet-to-belcter-mi- ned
time in Lowry main lounge,
with the events of the day continu-
ing into the evening hours, Larry
Cooper who runs the Ohio
Recycling Program, will speak on
real-lif- e issues dealing with recy-
cling, dispelling myths and
explaining limitations of the
process. "He will explain why
recycling is so cool," said Grenetz.
The OARDC is also expected to
give a talk on composting in the
near future.
instead of a regular commercial
brand is actually more expensive
for Common Grounds, the price
of a cup of coffee will remain the
same as it is now. Pueblo and the
other respective organizations
involved have already worked
hard to make the student body
aware of Fair Trade Coffee.
There have already been two
articles published in the Voice, a
petition with over 100 signa-
tures, a talk in Lowry Pit, and
Common Ground talks about the
issue. "It's the best choice for the
Common Grounds program,"
said Nau.
Todd and other members of
the activist groups know coffee
seems simple, but it's at least a
starting stp in the bigger arena
of politica' and economic barri-
ers to tackle. Eventually, Equal
Exchange (an organization that
has co-o- ps with farmers in vari-
ous parts of the world) and
Global Exchange hope to
expand more to the public.
More on their mission can be
found 'at http:www.equalcx-change.co- m.
"Next semester we hope to
focus our attention on getting
Fair Trade Coffee in Lowry. The
problem is their contract with
SYSCO and budgets, but we
have friends at other schools
who have already successfully
seen the coffee incorporated
into their college environment,"
said Todd.
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Upcoming
Concerts
The Argument
1114
Little Brother's
Columbus, Ohio
Hey Mercedes
1116
Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Ohio
Uptown Sinclair
1126
Beachland Ballroom
& Tavern
Cleveland, Ohio
The Vines
1 130
Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Ohio
Brendan Benson
1203
Club Laga
Pittsburgh, Perm.
Meat Loaf
1203
E.J. Thomas Hall
Akron, Ohio
Bruce Springsteen &
The E Street Band
1204
Mellon Arena
Pittsburgh, Perm.
Aretha Franklin
1205
Nationwide Arena
Columbus, Ohio
Mighty Mighty Bosstones
1205
Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Ohio
India.Arie
I 1205 I,
Palace Theatre
Columbus, Ohio
Charlotte Church
1206
Mellon Arena
Pittsburgh, Pehn.
Compiled from
www.pollstar.com
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Students
Elizabeth Weiss
Staff Writer
The creative talents of student
dancers, choreographers and
lighting designers will be featured
at the annual Fall Dance Concert,
directed by Kim Tritt, professor
of theatre and the principle
College dance instructor. The 12
pieces, which feature approxi-
mately 45 dancers, explore vari-
ous themes relating to movement
and the body.
According to Tritt, the Fall
Dance Concert is "very much of a
student-oriente- d kind of evening."-A- ll
elements of the production
have been handled by students,
making the 10 week rehearsal
period an intense learning experi-
ence for all involved. This also
means new choreographers will
have the opportunity to showcase
their work, leading to an exciting
variety of performance styles.
Over the past couple of months,
student choreographers have run
individual rehearsals for their
pieces, with everyone involved
coming together twice a week to
share their progress. These group
rehearsals are an important part of
the learning process, forcing stu-
dents to be objective about their
own work, and helping them gain
a better proficiency in talking
about dance. They have also
helped to bring dancers in each of
the 12 separate pieces together as
a company.
The Fall Dance Concert will be
presented in the round, onstage in
Photo By Jeremy Hohertz
Two Wooster dancers practice for the annual Fall Dance Concert. The
Concert will feature student dancers, choreographers and lighting
designers. :'
Chicago theatre troupe coming
Katie Strednak
Staff Writer
Can theater portray honest tales
of real life, or is it simply an out-
let for fantasy? This Saturday,
you can find out for yourself. The
Albany Park Theatre Project
(APTP) will perform on the
College of Wooster campus, and
will hold a workshop for students
afterwards. The APTP is a multi-
ethnic group of teens from
Chicago that brings stories of
Chicago's Albany Park neighbor-
hood to the stage. The problems
present annual Dance Concert
Freedlander Theatre. According to
Tritt, this "connection to the phys-
ical theatre" enhances the experi-
ence for the audience. "It brings
J
them into the performance
process and the production
process," she said.
Audience members can expect
a wide variety of approaches in
the individual pieces. Lauren Orr
'04, who has trained in ballet, tap
and acrobatics since age three, is
choreographing for her third Fall
Dance Concert. She described her
piece, "Duo al Tango," as "a
mockery of tango." Michael
Himes '04, who will be perform-
ing in Orr's piece, has also chore-
ographed a piece called "The
and ideals of urban immigrants
and working classes inspire the
group's original tales.
APTP has been together for the
past five years, and has traveled to
many stages throughout the coun-
try. Their shows have been exhib-
ited in countless theaters and uni-
versities. The Gallery 37
Storefront Theater, Steppenwolf,
Northwestern and University of
Chicago are just a few of the big
names that have welcomed their
performances. Conferences, festi-
vals, art museums and communi-
ties have all invited them to
8
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Cube" which takes an entirely dif-
ferent approach, exploring the
theme of confinement through
timing changes and "rhythm arid
ii
spatial variations."
"Stellar Aberration," choreo-
graphed by Nick Edman 03, is
inspired in part by astronomy.
"The dance starts with a 'big
bang' and then moves into orbital
patterns. Following , the principal
of entropy, the dance moves to
disorder and concludes with a 'big
crunch," said Edman. Edman s
piece will also explore a number
of dance styles, including hip-ho- p
and breakdancing, ballet, ska and
hardcore. The different themes
explored by the choreographers
express their unique aspects of
stage performance, and now it's
Wooster 's turn.
Their repertoire for this per-
formance includes a few short
performances that include dance,
music and even a Greek chorus.
The first one, entided "A Little
Thing," is about a girl who realizes
that she is different, and must then
attempt to figure just who she is. It
is an exploration not only of her life,
but also of the nature of identity.
Another short play entitled "Here
I Am" follows a young man's
response to the years of torment he
and the varied backgrounds of the
dancers combine to create an
eclectic evening of dance. "
Unifying this mix of dance and
music styles will be an image
depicting the relationship
between body and dance, and .
quotations selected by choreog-
raphers that link that idea to the
individual pieces. "We're always
being asked to connect the
dance with thoughts about bur
bodies and choreographic con-
cepts," said Tritt.
The student dancers and chore-
ographers are looking forward to
the performance.. "It's a lot of
work, but once you actually do the
performance it makes it all worth
it. The closer I get to it, the more
excited I get," said Orr.
"I really enjoy performing. It
makes all the hard work worth it,"
added Edman.
For Tritt, an exciting part of the
performance is seeing the a
"incredible jump" all of the stu-
dents have made from the early
stages of rehearsal. Students have
learned from each other and they
respect one another. Watching
that develop through a process
of peer interaction is "what
makes me excited about teach-
ing," said Tritt.
The Fall Dance Concert will
take place Friday, Nov. 22 and
Saturday, Nov. 23 at 8:15 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre. Admission is
free, but tickets must be reserved
in advance. Reservations can be
made by calling the box office in
Freedlander at (330) 263-224- 1.
to campus
must endure simply because he is
a young Latino male. "What
If?" shows the story of a young
woman as she ponders coming
out, and "Graduation Day"
recounts a day when a mother
fails to appear in support of her
"
eighth grade daughter. .
"Graduation Day" also fea-
tures Wooster's own Maggie
Popadiak 05, who is also a for-
mer APTP member. "I am over-
joyed, spiritually, emotionally!,"
Popadiak said about her upcom-
ing performance. Popadiak has
continued on page 9.
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Rock& roll all night ... at Circle K's Battle of
Angel Pappalardo
Staff Writer
This year's Battle of the Bands
will be held tonight from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. at the Underground and
will showcase five different
bands from the College, including
Buffalino, Bustin' Philharmonic,
Heads-on-Loos- e, Zikr and The
Sacred C.O.W. Blues Band. With
such diverse genres of music
being featured by this year's line-
up, Battle of the Bands is sure to
have something for everyone.
Megan Potts '04 originated the
idea for Battle of the Bands last
year as a response to the Sept. 1 1
attacks. "Circle K wanted to do
something, and we saw that
other kids on campus wanted to as
well. I came up with the idea of a
Battle of the Bands concert for
charity, and Circle K decided to
hold the event as a way of sup-
porting the relief effort," said
Beginning Friday
Cinemark
Movies 10
Ghost Ship (R)
My Big Fat Greek
Wedding (PG)
Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets (PG)
The Ring (PG-1- 3)
Sweet Home
Alabama (PG-1- 3)
I Spy (PG-1- 3)
Jackass: The Movie (R)
Half-Pa-st Dead (PG-1- 3 )
The Santa Clause 2 (G)
Potts. Last year, all proceeds were
donated to the Kiwanis 9-- 11
Victims' Children's Fund, which
helped to support children who
lost parents in the attacks.
After the huge success of last
year's Battle of the Bands
bringing in more than $600 for the
9-1- 1 Victims' Children's Fund
Circle K decided to make the
event an annual tradition. And his
year, proceeds from the one dollar
entry fee will benefit the
Ingwavuma Orphan Care (IOC)
facility in KwaZulu-Nata- l, South
Africa, which provides food,
clothing, money and education to
AIDS orphans and abandoned
children. "We wanted to raise
awareness about the AIDS epi-
demic, and I personally wanted to
donate to this organization
because I went to South America
and the poverty was a real eye-open- er
for me," said Potts.
The bands will be ranked by a
at
(12:35, 3:00) 5:15, 7:35, 10:20
(12:50, 3:05) 5:20, 7:40, 10:05
(12:10, 12:55, 3:35) 4:20, 7:00,
7:45,10:25,11:00
(11:40, 2:05) 4:35,7:10, 9:55
(12:05, 2:35) 5:00, 7:25, 10:10
(11:55,2:20)4:30,7:05,9:40
(12:15,2:45)4:55,7:20,9:50
(12:00, 2:40 5:05, 7:30, 10:00
(11:50,2:15)4:45,7:15,9:45
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Friday and Saturday Evening Only
No PassesEvening Classic Supersavers
' Coming Soon: 007: Die Another Day and
Friday After Next
Buy 2 Large Popcorn and 2 drinks (any size),
get Twizzlers for $1
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon. - Fri. $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-875- 5
panel of judges made up of
Wooster faculty and staff, includ-
ing Assistant Professor of Black
Studies Charles Peterson,
Assistant Professor of History Jeff
Roche, German Language
Assistant Simone Brandistoetter
and Intern for the Office on
International Affairs and Director
of Babcock Hall Erika Korowin.
Judging will be based on musical
skill, creativity, enthusiasm and
crowd response. First prize is $50
as well as a student-mad- e award,
and the first-runn- er up will
receive $25.
The recently formed Buffalino
showcases rock music with a folk
influence and promises to dazzle
the crowd with a "secret weapon."
Lead singer and guitarist, Peter
King '03 said, "We are looking to
have fun at this year's Battle of the
Bands, and hopefully lots of peo-
ple will show up to see it." Other
members include Nick Hanson
'03, Corey Becker 04 and Vinnie
Rotondaro '05.
Bustin' Phillharmonic describes
themselves as playing an eclectic
mixture of music, with a lot of
funk, jazz and old horn music.
The eight man band, lead by
singer and guitarist Adam Young
'03, plays instruments ranging
from trumpet and trombone to the
baritone saxophone. "The one
dollar cover charge should bring
in a lot of funds for charity, and
there is going to be a lot of really
great music," said base player
Dave Whitney '06. The other
members of the band are Justin
Hart '04, Matt Dreyfus '03, Clark
Colby '03, Bob Hoff "04,
Group to
continued from page 8.
been with the company for four
years, and cannot wait to be reunit-
ed with her friends. "Graduation
Day" was actually her very first
performance, and she can still
recall talking to the girl whose
story she was performing. In this
company, theatre is not just about
lines or a plot disconnected from
reality. Popadiak says that for
AFTP, theatre is "all about how
you want to get the stories right."
According to her experiences.
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Justin Hart '04 rocks out with his band Bustin' Philharmonic at a
rehearsal Wednesday night. The band is one offive campus groups set
to perform at Friday night's Battle of the Bands in the Underground.
Andrew Thatcher '04 and Russ
Wiegand '03.
Heads-on-Loo- se includes two
former and one current member of
the College's dining staff. They
describe their music as punk rock.
Battle of the Bands will be their
first campus event, though they
have played other venues, includ-
ing a band festival at Kent State
University. Rich Rittenoir is the
lead singer and guitarist, Anthony
Cicconetti plays base, and Steve
Watts plays the drums! "We
wanted to help out in anywayQ
we could and give the College
an opportunity to hear our
band," said Watts.
Zikr plays a mixture of grunge
host acting
teens who join the group often
have low self esteem when enter-
ing the company, but they find
faith in themselves through the
project. It gives the teens an
opportunity to find a venue in
which to express themselves, and
often allows them to leave the
inner city for the first time. Many
would never have been able to
travel outside Chicago without
being part of APTP.
APTP will be performing on
Saturday, Nov. 16 at 4 p.m. in
the Bands
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and classic rock. Guitarist Abbas
Irtiza '04 described their sound as
a fusion from Eastern and Western
influences. Other members
include Mike Odrabina '04,
Saqib Asadullah '04 and Young,
who is also the lead singer for
Bustin' Phillharmonic
The final band is The Sacred
C.O.W. Blues Band, which fea-
tures Assistant Director of
Admissions and Coordinator
of International Admissions
Jonathan Edwards.
Come to the Underground
tonight for a night of great music
and dancing all for the price of
a dollar. Oh, and help support a
charity while you're at it.
workshop
Scheide Music Center. The work-
shop is open to all students and
will be held Saturday night from 8
to 10 p.m. in Scheide. Sign up at
the Lowry Center Directions
Office to participate in the work-
shops there will be only forty
slots available. . ;
APTP is brought to you by the
Office of Multi-ethni- c Student
Affairs and the Admissions Office.
Call the Office of Multi-Ethn- ic
Student Affairs at ext. 2083 for
more details.
A day in the life of Tom Fowkes
With all the hype that will surround the BCS in the coming weeks
after Virginia Tech knocks off Miami and eight schools will have a
stake to Ohio State, we thought we'd talk about why D I college foot-
ball should follow the leads of D I-A- A, D II, D HI college ball, high
school football, youth football and just about every other football
league, and have a playoff system. Now, we know it's been com-
pared to playoffs at other levels and even other sports, so Erik and I
want to take a look at it from the perspective of The College of
Wooster's own intramural playoff system.
The similarities between IM ball and college ball are striking. Both
have tremendous athletes with a bright future ahead of them, either
on or off the field.
Take Miami's Ken Dorsey and COW's Tommy Fowkes '03. While
Dorsey's likely future involves spending his Sunday afternoons in
Cincinnati, Tommy is going to leave
Classics and Philosophy.
Both leagues showcase, athletes who train for AT I -- FAST 15
prior to the game, thus demonstrating the love of the game. Take
Wooster's Gabe Middleton 05 and
see Gabe sitting in Lowry, with his
times 20 minutes prior to kickoff,
hours before kickoff to mentally prepare.
' Both have too many teams to
times to decide who the two best
Wooster with a double major in
Florida's Rex Grossman. You can
mind clearly on the game some
while Grossman sits alone for three
possibly play each other enough
are. While the NCAA has Iowa,
Oklahoma, Texas and Washington State all ready to play each other,
we've got Team Anonymous, MOH, the Rockford Peaches, Sigs
andH.E.L.P.
Really, the only difference between NCAA'D-- I fcxabaM and
Wooster I? I football is that Wooster uses the tadiior.al pyc .7 for-
mat. Many p ccple argue that tie players don't w ant a playoff system,
hut we tbiri it's apparent that they do, as evidenced by how the IM
league is a: ! j to steal so many potential D-- I aabietes.
"I ran Lm tie goa'rest toJy," soli I -- CAA loo! ' : H.yzn Ii.r.schuh.
What an Lb :. Who w .." ' to play in a y . . e v : ii t! t cvy?
The phy ms also vccolize their cerlre for the playc.i. "We'd,
because ti ::t going into lite playoff sytem, vs see whkh teams
we're goirg to beat ahead of time, instead cf waiting fe-- r tie polls to
come out," said Michael Jourden '03, member cf the 23C3 LM cham-
pionship team. After being runner ttp last year, Jourcien's Rockford
Peaches are looking for revenge. "What is this? The year 2C02? We
don't need computers to do this stuff for us. My team's always the
best and the playoff brackets show our path of destruction." The
Peaches, who would not have made the championship game if the
BCS format was used, find themselves going for their second tide in
three years.
The big boys should take a page from the script written by the IM
league. If they do, maybe the BCS won't be referred to as a "cancer"
anymore. We have interviewed many LM stars, and none of them
have had any complaints about the intramural playoff system. You
know what else is amazing? When two teams were found to be of
equal caliber, an extra playoff game was added to determine who
should dance. What a concept.
Now, we've heard the arguments. That players can't play games
more than once a week, and that the presidents would never go for it;
that there j : t isn't en yh time, and that revenue won! J be '. t f.a m
bowl ga:s. We lib a thvt li? era: s ; ji ':.
To cr - v e'd ! i ; t.i : ;t I: h Ibevir as I ::J c. :v a', n- -
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The Scot defensive line, starring Brad Adamczyk '04 (93).
Football devours Denison 56--7
Ben Mitchell
Managing Editor
Much of the success of the
Fighting Scot football team in
2002 has been due to an extreme-
ly effective running game. The
rushing attack was again show-
cased last Saturday. Scott Jones
'03 ran for 229 yards and five
touchdowns against Denison
University, as Wooster came
away with a 56--7 victory. The five
rushing touchdowns by Jones tied
a conference record, also held by
Tony Sutton '05.
Saturday's game was never in
doubt, as the Scots took control
early, scored on three of their first
four possessions, and never
looked back from there.
Four minutes into the game,
Jeff Spraggins '03 found Matt
Ralls '04 for an 11 --yard touch-
down pass. The Big Red were
unable to string together any kind
of a drive early on, as the Wooster
defense held them to 50 total
yards in the first quarter. Late in
: the quarter the Scots began their
' second scoring drive, covering
65-yar- ds in 10 plays, capped by a
one yard Jones touchdown run,
j making the score 14-- 0 early in the
second quarter.
On the first play of Denison 's
next possession, Brian Kight '05
intercepted a pass that was
tr -
deflected by Kenneth Fry '05 and
returned it 23 yards for a touch-
down. With the score not yet out .
of hand, the Big Red responded
with their lone score of the game,
as they marched down the field in
eight plays, finished off with a 12-ya- rd
touchdown pass to make the
score 21-- 7.
Wooster answered back on its
next possession. Spraggins
threw his second touchdown of
the game, this time to Dan Steck
'04, culminating an 80 yard
drive and giving the Scots a 28-- 7
halftime lead.
Any doubts that existed as
to the outcome of the game
were quickly put to rest in
the third quarter. Jones
racked up 88 yards rushing
and three touchdowns in the
third quarter alone. After
trading turnovers on the first
two possessions of the sec-
ond half, Wooster had the
ball at the Denison 15-ya- rd
line, and needed just four
plays before Jones ran for
the touchdown. The defense
continued to stymie the Big
Red offense,, and with six
minutes left in the third,
Jones broke off a 23-ya- rd
touchdown run to make the
score 42-- 7. He would add a
five-yar- d touchdown run at
the end of the quarter.
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With the score now at 49-- 7 the
fourth quarter was essentially a
formality, with both teams trading
punts. The lone score in the fourth
was Jones' fifth touchdown of the
game, after the offense took
advantage of a Denison fumble on
the 18-ya- rd line.
Sutton, the leading rusher! in
Division IJJ, did not play due to an
injury he suffered during the
Wabash game. Spraggins complet-
ed ll-of-- 20 passes for 146 yards
and two touchdowns, although he
did have two interceptions.
The defense dictated much of
the game. The Big Red gained
only 212 yards of offense and only
39 yards running the ball. The
offense enjoyed outstanding field
position all game. Kevin Rooker
'03 led Wooster with seven tack-
les and two pass deflections. Joe
Kearney '05 also had a good
game. He recorded an intercep-
tion, a sack and two pass deflec-
tions, and broke a pair of ankles.
The win sets up a showdown
with conference rival Wittenberg
this Saturday. Both Wooster and
the Tigers are 8-- 1, and the winner
will earn second place in the con-
ference. The winning team should
also be in contention for an at
large bid into the NCAA Division
III playoffs. The game begins at 1
p.m. and will be the final home
contest for Wooster's 12 seniors.
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Scots lose to OWU
Jameson Muth
Sports Writer
The women's soccer team fin-
ished out their fantastic season
12-2-- 6, a solid improvement over
last year's squad, which finished
10-5-- 1. In their final match of the
season, they faced Ohio
Wesleyan, the current no. 1 team
in the nation.
Though the Scots played with
heart, they fell to the Bishops 4-- 0
in the final round of the NCAC
tournament. Nicole Roman '03
logged in five saves on the day,
and Danielle Witchey '06 led the
team in shots with a pair. Wooster
finished out the season third in the
NCAC behind Ohio Wesleyan
and Allegheny College.
"Our season went really well."
Roman commented. "We improved
a lot since last yean Next year the
team should be able to take it one
step further and win the champi-
onship. It was a great season, and I
enjoyed every part of it."
Witchey also commented, "We
had a really great season, losing
our only two games to the no. 1
team. Thanks to the seniors and
the coaches for making my first
season such a great one!"
Indicative of Wooster's success,
defender Becca Stinson '03 was
named to the Verizon Academic
All-Distri- ct second team: The
team will continue its hard work
into the off season and prepare for
next year, which looks to be their
most promising one ever.
f
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Sarah BonDurant '05 passes off to a teammate earlier in the season.
The Scots, who finished second in the NCAC Tournament, lost its only
two games of the season to Ohio Wesleyan, the no. 1 team in the nation.
Wooster looks to improve upon this season 's success next year, although
several key seniors will be missed.
M
A
The Scots in action in the final home game against Wittenberg, one of the highlights of the season.
Field hockey bows out to Tigers
Todd Worly
Sports Editor
The Wooster field hockey
team's season came to an end
Saturday night in Springfield as
the Scots fell to the Tigers 6-- 2 in
the NCAC Tournament
Championship game. It was the
third meeting between the two
teams this season, with each side
winning on its home field in the
first two contests. Perhaps
Wooster's best game of the year
was its 1- -0 home win over
Wittenberg on Oct. 26.
The Scots always have trouble
on the artificial turf in Springfield,
but Wooster entered the game
confident, as the Scots seemed to
be peaking at the right time.
However, it wasn't meant to be
this time around.
The Tigers opened the scoring
with a goal 12:08 into the game.
The Scots answered right back
less than two minutes later,
though, as Lindsey Boardman '03
tied the game on an unassisted
goal. However, that was when the
bottom dropped out for the Scots.
Wittenberg scored three more first
half goals to take a 4-- 1 lead into
the halftime break. And the
bleeding didn't stop for Wooster,
as the Tigers would net two more
goals in the second half to take a
k if
commanding 6--1 lead. To their
credit, the Scots didn't quit, as
Alanna Tryder 04 knocked in a
goal thanks to an assist from
Lindsay Tingley '06 with about
12 minutes left. It is important
to note that the final score didn't
exactly tell the whole story of
the game, as it was relatively
even despite what the wide mar-
gin migt indicate. In fact,
Wooster (14-5- ) got off 17 shots,
compared to 20 for the Tigers,
but the Scots just couldn't con-
nect when it counted most. In
goal, Beth Skelton '05 and
Michelle Digaetano '06 com-
bined for nine saves.
"The Wittenberg game was dis-
appointing," said Boardman. "We
played as a team, but we were
nervous and the turf definitely
threw us off."
Several Scot players, Katie
McCoy '04, Julia Tryder '04 and
Tingley, were all rewarded for
their efforts with a selection to the
All-Tournam- ent team.
The loss officially marks the
end of the careers of four Wooster
seniors, and we at the Voice asked
them to enlighten us on their
thoughts about their careers.
Boardman: "There was no bet-
ter way to end my college career
than with this team. It was an
awesome group of girls, and we
'CP- -
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had lots of fun both on and off the
field. We were a very skilled
team, and stuck together through-
out the season. I'd like to thank
my teammates and coaches and
wish the team the best of luck in
future years."
Grace Gibson: "The girls were
great, and this season was a great
way to end my career. We had a
very good season, especially
when you consider the caliber of
players we lost last year. The
highlight for me was to come
back from a year abroad, be wel-
comed back so warmly, and have
an awesome season."
Julie Lloyd: "This year we
showed the NCAC that we were
a force to be reckoned with by
competing with the best teams in
the conference. I was proud of
how we pulled together as a
team and finished strong after a
rocky start. I wouldn't choose to
play with any other group of
girls. The highlight of our sea-
son was definitely beating
Wittenberg at home in our best
game of the year."
Ann Whetzel: "This team is a
great bunch of girls. Wooster
hockey has always been a sig-
nificant part of my life here, and
I wish the team the best of luck
in the future to keep the tradi-
tion going."
Sports
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Two Wooster swimmers cheer on a fellow teammate.
Swimming to host JCU
Erik Shillixg
Sports Writer
The Fighting Scot swimmers com-
peted at the Allegheny invitational
this past weekend in a four-tea- m
clash. While the Scot men floundered
slightly, the women finished strong,
winning both the distance and sprint
portions of the Invitational.
"We had a good meet," said
Ryan Baglej '03, "but it could've
been better." j
The highlight of the day came
with the women's teapi, as the four-pers- on
relay team jenny Bayuk
'03, Kayla Heisingj '04, Tanya
Tarasenkov '04 and jLiz Whittam
'05 won the 200-met- er medley
relay (1:50.68) while bstablishing a
new meet record. With the accom-
plishment, they also ' qualified for
the NCAA Division III
Championships, to be held later
this year in Atlanta, Georgia.
Meanwhile, Wooster swept the
women's 100-met- er freestyle, as
Heising, Sophie Brym '05, and
Sony a Tarasenkov '04 captured first,
second, and third place, respectively.
More individual first-pla- ce
dominations came in the form. of
the team 200-met- er freestyle relay
and Whittam in the backstroke
and Individual Medley. Bayuk
stroked well in the individual
breaststroke, securing the "W."
"Our women did well," said Mike
Becker '06.
Conversely, the men struggled.
Solid performances were found in
Jim Gilchrist '04, who found suc-
cess in the 200-met-er individual
medley. Joe Silvestri '06, Sam Almy
'04, and the team of Mike Moore
'04, Clint Nicely '05, Silvestri, and
David Brumbaugh '06 all per-
formed well, but did not place.
In spite of this, the team hopes
to bounce back on Saturday
against a weak band of Blue
Streaks from John Carroll.
Cross Country
Nov. 1 6 at NCAA Regional
Championships
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Men's soccer finds hard luck
Erik Smith
Sports Writer
The Fighting Scot men's soccer
team lost in dramatic fashion on
Saturday, ending their season on
a sour note. The Scots battled
eventual NCAC tournament
champion Ohio Wesleyan to a 1- -1
tie at the end of regulation and
to the end of overtime, but lost 3-- 1
in the shootout.
The Scots also failed to receive
an at-lar- ge bid for the NCAA
Division III tournament despite
owning a 15-0- -4 record during the
regular season.
Wooster found itself in trouble
early, in the 28th minute, when
Andrew DeBord '05 received a
red card, forcing the Scots to play
a man down for the remainder of
the game.
Despite the disadvantage, the
Scots played tough While Ohio
Wesleyan held a first half shot
advantage, the Scots went into
halftime tied 0-- 0.
The beginning of the second
half continued to be a defensive
battle, until the Bishops made a
costly mistake, fouling the Scots
to set up a penalty kick. Ryan
McManus '03 took the kick and
converted, giving the Scots a late
1-
-0 lead.
The game once again turned
into a defensive battle, and
Wooster looked poised to knock
off the defending champions as
the match came near an end.
With only three minutes left in
the match, the Scots could not
control a lose ball in front of
their net, and the Bishops had an
open shot on' goal.
Unfortunately, goalie David
Trelevan '06 could not get there
in time, and the score was tied 1- -1
, and headed for overtime.
In overtime, the match once
again turned into a physical
Football
Nov. 1 6 vs. Wittenberg
defensive battle. Trelevan only
needed to make one save in
overtime, but the Scots couldn't
mount a threat either. Overtime
ended in a tie, and the shootout
was next. The Bishops opened
the shootout scoring on their
first chance. Wooster's first
kick was saved by the Bishops'
goalie, Joe Anstine. -
The Bishops' second shot
missed high, giving the Scots a,
chance to tie. This time Anstine
made the save in the bottom left
corner, and the Scots still trailed
1-- 0. Wesleyan followed with
another goal.
Brian Goche '05 then came up
with a big goal for the Scots, giv-
ing them a chance make a come-
back. But when Ohio Wesleyan 's
next kick got by Trelevan it
proved too much to overcome, as
GO
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Adam Zimmerman '03 gains position
Swimming
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Wooster's next kick went too
high. The Scots lost in the
shootout by the score of 3-- 1, end-
ing their season.
Despite finishing the regular
season with an undefeated
record, good enough to rank sec-
ond in all of the NCAA Division
III, the Scots failed to receive a
'bid to the NCAA Division III
tournament. The winner of the
NCAC tournament, Ohio
Wesleyao, receives an automatic
bid to play in the tournament.
Despite the season ending in
disappointment the Scots have
reason to be optimistic for next
year, returning much of their
young team. However, the Scots
will lose seniors Kurtis Dilyard
Ryan McManus, Andrew
Lewellen, Adam Zimmerman and
Corey Humphrey.
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against an unworthy opponent.
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John Carroll
